BUY AND MAINTAIN

BUILDING DYNAMIC INSURANCE
BOND PORTFOLIOS

KEY POINTS

▪

Dynamic insurance bond asset management allows the portfolio to cushion inevitable
declines in yield values over time

▪

We identify five sources of value-add associated with Buy and Maintain strategies: asset
allocation, diversification, timing, risk management and arbitrage

▪

At Ostrum AM, we believe that Buy and Maintain strategies are well suited to sit
alongside traditional and cautious long-term investment strategies

INTRODUCTION

At Ostrum AM, we believe a solution investors
can consider is to look beyond traditional “Buy
and Hold”1 strategies to “Buy and Maintain”
strategies. Buy and Maintain strategies are
designed to provide a more dynamic approach to
insurance bond asset management, allowing the
portfolio to cushion inevitable declines in yield
values over time.

Times
are
tough for
insurance
asset
management, with the average value of portfolio
yields coming down year after year. This trend is
obviously a result of the never-ending low interest
rate environment – which is set to persist for quite
some time – but is unfavorable for portfolio
optimization,
leaving
performance
largely
dependent on carry levels that are set over time.
Is there a way for insurers to counter this trend?
Is there a way to take advantage of periods of
volatility on rates and credit spreads? Are there
more dynamic solutions to consider that will
continue to meet the primary aim of an insurance
investment
strategy
(maintaining
sound
equilibrium between assets and liabilities on the
balance sheet while ensuring a regular revenue
stream)?

To illustrate how Buy and Maintain2 strategies
work, we provide an explanation of their
characteristics and identify five sources of valueadd: asset allocation, diversification, timing, risk
management and arbitrage.
1. Buy and Hold is an investment strategy where the investor purchases debt
securities and keeps them in the portfolio until maturity.
2. The Buy and Maintain strategy is subject to the risk of capital loss (default
risk), interest rate risk and currency risk.
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Buy and Maintain
Five sources of value-add

potential benefit of successful portfolio timing
optimization, we were able to lock in an additional
20bps on one of our largest Buy and Maintain
portfolios over a period of two years thanks to
portfolio timing and optimization techniques.

1. Asset allocation (traditional decision making
between credit and sovereign debt)
We believe asset allocation remains the main
driver, even in a low interest rate environment.
Volatility is a driver of distortions in credit spreads
relative to government bonds, implying the
importance of having asset allocation guidelines.
Well-structured asset allocation guidelines allow the
portfolio manager to take advantage of different
market configurations.

4. Risk management
Contrary to a Buy and Hold strategy, a convictionbased Buy and Maintain approach allows for
securities to be sold before maturity. At Ostrum AM,
the decision to sell a security is taken with the
support of the credit research team. In addition,
thanks to our proprietary rating methodology, credit
analysts’ are well positioned to challenge and preempt decisions coming from mainstream ratings
agencies. During periods of credit market stress, a
well-documented credit view can be extremely
useful in deciding whether to reduce portfolio risk or
to lock in additional yield.

2. Diversification

Buy and Maintain strategies can be implemented in
different
ways,
ranging
from
traditional
geographical/sector diversification to diversification
of investment strategies. Depending on volatility
levels, investors can potentially benefit from
investments in securities denominated in non-euro
currencies but hedged by currency swaps.
Diversification can also be achieved by investing in
crossover issuers that benefit from a positive
outlook. Diversification can also be achieved by
investing in unrated securities and/or via private
placements. That said, investing in crossover or
unrated issuers requires strong conviction from
Ostrum’s portfolio managers, and insurance asset
managers. Both teams are supported by the credit
research team in issuer selection. More broadly
speaking, in long-term conviction-driven insurance
asset management, diversification can be applied to
reduce average default risk in the portfolio. We can
add value in diversification by extending the range
of securities and moving away from benchmark,
allowing us to add performance when the market is
consolidating.

5. Arbitrage
Ostrum AM’s Buy and Maintain approach is
managed with a dynamic bias, implying the portfolio
manager will navigate the portfolio management
with an opportunistic approach. For example, during
a period of low interest rates, the investment team
will review the range of securities held in the
portfolio, looking at potential arbitrage opportunities
that could be implemented. Strategies identified will
range from trades between asset classes, sectors,
maturity segments (curve arbitrage, etc.) and
primary market vs secondary markets.
Arbitrage decisions taken are only those that fit
within agreed insurance guidelines, ensuring the
long-term investment horizon of the portfolio. The
aim is to avoid short term tactical position taking.
Maintaining a long-term investment horizon is
consistently at the heart of our insurance Buy and
Maintain strategy’s arbitrage philosophy.

3.Timing
Building a Buy and Maintain portfolio requires
successfully managing the initial ramp-up and also
over the life of the strategy. For insurance
portfolios, we are especially sensitive to an
environment of falling rates. To counter this, we are
reactive in periods of correction that provide
opportunities to take exposure. To illustrate the
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To illustrate value-add from arbitrage, we calculate
that for one of our largest portfolios, during a period
of two years (2017-2018), the contribution of adding
duration as an arbitrage strategy was equivalent to
26bps in yield per year of duration. This additional
yield acquired was much higher than the market
average of 12bps (using the 7-9-year euro swap
curve as a benchmark) over the same period. We
also calculate that the contribution of arbitrage in
our insurance bond portfolios is higher than the
annual investment of inflows from coupon payouts,
redemptions and net new business. Both these
examples demonstrate how arbitrage can add value
to insurance bond portfolios.

At Ostrum AM, we believe that insurance bond
asset management deserves to be more than
passive or inactive. Considering the current
macroeconomic environment with little expectation
for a rise in interest rates in the short term, we
believe insurers may want to consider a more
dynamic approach to lock in spread levels. We
believe Buy and Maintain strategies are well suited
to sit alongside traditional and cautious long-term
investment strategies.
Ostrum AM manages €170bn in insurance assets,
comprised of more than 80 bond portfolios
managed for 25 clients1.
1 Source Ostrum Asset Management at 12/31/2018.

Written on May 3 2019. This document is intended for professional clients in accordance with MIFID. None of the information contained in this
document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely for the purposes of providing indicative
information. Ostrum Asset Management will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained
in this document, nor in the use that a third party might make of the information. Figures mentioned refer to previous years. Past performance
does not guarantee future results. Any reference to a ranking, a rating or an award provides no guarantee for future performance and is not
constant over time. The analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and processes referenced herein represent the views of the
portfolio manager(s) as of the date indicated. These, as well as the portfolio holdings and characteristics shown, are subject to change. There
can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material.
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Ostrum Asset Management
Registered Office: 43, avenue Pierre Mendès-France –75013 Paris –Tel. +33 1 78 40 80 00 - Limited Liability Company, Share Capital
€50,434,604.76 - Regulated by AMF under n°GP90-009 - Company Trade Registration (RCS) Number 329 450 738 Paris

This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or
Institutional Investors and, when required by local regulation, only at their written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.
In the E.U. (outside of the UK and France): Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis
Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company that is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier
and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment Managers S.A.: 2, rue
Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Succursale Italiana (Bank of Italy
Register of Italian Asset Management Companies no 23458.3). Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Germany: Natixis
Investment Managers S.A., Zweigniederlassung Deutschland (Registration number: HRB 88541). Registered office: Im Trutz Frankfurt 55,
Westend Carrée, 7. Floor, Frankfurt am Main 60322, Germany. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers, Nederlands (Registration number
50774670). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Sweden: Natixis Investment Managers, Nordics Filial
(Registration number 516405-9601 - Swedish Companies Registration Office). Registered office: Kungsgatan 48 5tr, Stockholm 111 35,
Sweden. Spain: Natixis Investment Managers, Sucursal en España. Serrano n°90, 6th Floor, 28006, Madrid, Spain.
In France: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International – a portfolio management company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés
Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the
Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris.
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In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority
(register no. 190258) - registered office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When permitted, the
distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is intended to be
communicated to and/or directed at investment professionals and professional investors only; in Ireland: this material is intended to be communicated to
and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services
providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or
directed at professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services
providers which hold a license from the Isle of Man Financial Services Authority or insurers authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.
In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the
DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in
financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No other Person should act
upon this material. Registered office: Office 603 - Level 6, Currency House Tower 2, PO Box 118257, DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd., Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho)
No. 425. Content of Business: The Company conducts discretionary asset management business and investment advisory and agency business as a
Financial Instruments Business Operator. Registered address: 1-4-5, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo.
In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise
regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei
City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2018 FSC SICE No. 024, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788.
In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore (name registration no. 53102724D) to distributors and institutional investors for
informational purposes only. Natixis Investment Managers Singapore is a division of Ostrum Asset Management Asia Limited (company registration no.
199801044D). Registered address of Natixis Investment Managers Singapore: 5 Shenton Way, #22-05 UIC Building, Singapore 068808.
In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to institutional/ corporate professional investors only.
In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and is intended for the general
information of financial advisers and wholesale clients only.
In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does not constitute financial
advice. This is not a regulated offer for the purposes of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) and is only available to New Zealand investors
who have certified that they meet the requirements in the FMCA for wholesale investors. Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited is not a
registered financial service provider in New Zealand.
In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A.
In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and supervised by the Central
Bank of Uruguay. Office: San Lucar 1491, oficina 102B, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The sale or offer of any units of a fund qualifies as a private
placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627.
In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for informational purposes
only as permitted under Decree 2555 of 2010. Any products, services or investments referred to herein are rendered exclusively outside of Colombia.
This material does not constitute a public offering in Colombia and is addressed to less than 100 specifically identified investors.
In Mexico: Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, or an investment
manager in terms of the Mexican Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and is not registered with the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de
Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products, services or investments referred to herein that require authorization or license are
rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema Internacional de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does
not represent a public offering of securities in Mexico, and therefore the accuracy of this information has not been confirmed by the CNBV. Natixis
Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican
authority. Any reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis Investment Managers and/or any of its investment management
subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority.
The above referenced entities are business development units of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a diverse line-up of specialised
investment management and distribution entities worldwide. The investment management subsidiaries of Natixis Investment Managers conduct any
regulated activities only in and from the jurisdictions in which they are licensed or authorized. Their services and the products they manage are not
available to all investors in all jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of each investment service provider to ensure that the offering or sale of fund shares or
third party investment services to its clients complies with the relevant national law.
The provision of this material and/or reference to specific securities, sectors, or markets within this material does not constitute investment advice, or a
recommendation or an offer to buy or to sell any security, or an offer of any regulated financial activity. Investors should consider the investment
objectives, risks and expenses of any investment carefully before investing. The analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and
processes referenced herein represent the views of the portfolio manager(s) as of the date indicated. These, as well as the portfolio holdings and
characteristics shown, are subject to change. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material. Past
performance information presented is not indicative of future performance.
Although Natixis Investment Managers believes the information provided in this material to be reliable, including that from third party sources, it does not
guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of such information. This material may not be distributed, published, or reproduced, in whole or in
part.
All amounts shown are expressed in USD unless otherwise indicated.
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